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ITEM NAME ORDER DESCRIPTION

QTY 140mm POTS

ACACIA Fimbriata Attractive tree with narrow foliage and a graceful weeping habit, producing 

masses of golden, ball-like flowers in Spring. Attracts seed eating birds.H. 4m

ACACIA Podalyriifolia A fast growing small tree with silvery-grey leaves and masses of golden 

"Mt Morgan Wattle" yellow flower balls from July-Oct. Inland & coastal suited. H. 3-5m

ACMENA Allyn Magic Compact evergreen shrub with colourful foliage. Ideal for borders. H. 50cm

ACMENA Forest Flame Clusters of white fluffy flowers followed by clusters of snowy white to

purple edible berries. Brilliant red new growth. Natural height 6m purple edible berries. Brilliant red new growth. Natural height 6m 

but recommended to hedge at 2m for best effect

ARGYRANTHEMUM Bears masses of beautifully formed, yellow centred, single mid-pink flowers.

Summit Pink Each plant continually produces masses of flowers that sit just above the distinctive 

foliage. Full sun. Light frost tolerant. Moderate watering.  H. to 60cm  W. To 1m

ARGYRANTHEMUM Bears large, bright white, double flowers in abundance from late Autumn to end of

Super Duper Spring.  Neat, compact mounded habit. Light frost tolerant.  H. to 60cm  W. to 1m

ARGYRANTHEMUM Masses of pink and white flowers bloom from mid-Autumn to start of Summer.

Surprise Surprise A cottage garden favourite!   Neat mounded habit.   H. to 80cm  W. to 1m

AUSTROMYRTUS Coppertops A very attractive shrub with bright green foliage topped with brilliant

copper new growth all year round. Cute white star-like flowers along the

branches during late Spring early Summer.  1x 1m

AUSTROMYRTUS Dulcis A low spreading shrub with copper new growth, producing a profusion of  

small white flowers in Spring and Summer. 

BACKHOUSIA Citriodora Dark green leaves are often red when young and emit a brilliant,citrus aroma.

"Lemon Scented Myrtle" Produces an outstanding creamy-white flower display in Summer.  H. to 10m

BAECKEA La Petite Small compact shrub with masses of white flowers from Nov to March. H.1m

It's compact neat shape makes it ideal for planting along walls and fences.

BAECKEA Minima Cute, little mounded shrub to 50cm..masses of white flowers cover the plant.

BAECKEA Mount Tozer A dense shrub with glossy foliage and masses of small, white flowers 

along the stems in Summer. Makes a pretty low hedge. H. to 1m

BAECKEA Virgata Compacta Smothered in white flowers from mid-Summer. Flowers for almost 6mths 

Tall Baeckea of the year. Ideal hedge or screening plant.   H. to 2m

BANKSIA Aemula Wallum banksia..H. 2-3mm..cream/white flowers.   

BANKSIA Ericifolia Produces large, gorgeous orange-gold, bottlebrush-like flower spikes 

which are irresistible to many species of birds. H. 3-4mwhich are irresistible to many species of birds. H. 3-4m
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BANKSIA Giant Candles Known for it's large, bright orange flower heads that appear in Autumn and 

Winter. The giant, candle-like flowers are over 40cm long & 10cm in diameter.

BANKSIA Integrifolia Coastal Banksia..tree to 10m..W. 2-4m..yellow flower spikes.  

BANKSIA Oblongifolia Low to medium shrub producing pale yellow flower heads from Autumn 

to Winter.  H. to 2m

BANKSIA Robur Highly adaptable dwarf to medium evergreen shrub with bold foliage

and flowers. Bird attracting. 2m x 2m

BANKSIA Spinulosa An ideal Winter flowering shrub, this dense and hardy Banksia produces long, 

showy spikes of golden flowers set off by purplish-black stamens. H. to 4m

BAUERA Rubioides A beautiful, small, Australian shrub or groundcover with delicate pink flowers during

Spring & Summer. Great for hanging baskets or slopes. Frost tolerant.  H. To 1.5m

BRACHYCHITON Rupestris QUEENSLAND BOTTLE TREE. An unusual tree that has a distinctive bottle

shaped trunk that becomes more pronounced as the tree ages.

BRACHYSCOME Pink An Australian perennial daisy bearing a mass of pink flowers in Spring & Summer

Ideal for garden beds, containers, rockeries or hanging baskets. H. 20cm  W. 40cm

BUCKINGHAMIA Celsissima An extremely attractive large shrub with glossy foliage and flushes of

"Ivory Curl Flower" bronzed tinged new growth. Produces a spectacular  display of creamy

white sweetly scented flowers during Summer. Bird attracting. Hedging.

CALLISTEMON Cameo Pink Gorgeous  deep rose flower spikes, highlighted with bright 

yellow anthers attracting nectar-feeding birds.  H. 4m. W. 3m

CALLISTEMON Candy Pink A fast growing shrub which produces a profusion of candy pink bottlebrush flowersCALLISTEMON Candy Pink A fast growing shrub which produces a profusion of candy pink bottlebrush flowers

throughout the year. Ideal for hedging & screening. Bird attracting.  H. to 3m

CALLISTEMON Dawson River Weeper Weeping, grey-green foliage and bright red bottlebrush flowers in late 

Spring. Perfect feature or screening shrub. Bird attracting.  H. 4-6m

CALLISTEMON Endeavour A colourful shrub bearing a profusion of brilliant crimson flowers during spring.

Ideal for a screening or hedge plant.   Bird attracting.  H. 3m  W. 3m

CALLISTEMON Eureka An upright growing bottlebrush with stunning, red new growth and vibrant red to 

purple flowers in late Spring. Bird attracting  H. 3m  W. 2m

CALLISTEMON Firebrand A low shrub with brilliant scarlet flowers in Spring-Summer-Autumn. Extremely 

hardy and versitile.   Bird attracting.   Frost Tolerant.   H. 50-80cm  W. 2-3m

CALLISTEMON Hinchinbrook Compact shrub to 2m.  Stunning bright red, gold tipped flowers.

CALLISTEMON Kings Park Special Small bushy tree with weeping branches and deep red bottlebrush flowers

CALLISTEMON Little John Dwarf shrub which is covered with bright red bottlebrush flowers in Spring.

Ideal for low hedge, rockeries and large tubs. Bird attracting.   H. to 1m.

CALLISTEMON Mauve Mist A hardy native tree boasting a magnificent Summer display of mauve flowers 

with gold tips. An ideal screening plant. H. 2-4m  W. 2-4m

CALLISTEMON Pink Alma A beautiful weeping habit with masses of large bright pink bottlebrush flowers

in Winter and Spring. H. to 3m

CALLISTEMON Pink Champagne An upright shrub with silvery new growth producing a profusion of 

beautiful large pale pink flower brushes throughout most of the year. H. 3m

CALLISTEMON Rose Opal A compact shrub with flowers that change from deep red to a rose colour

as the flowers matures which attract a myiad of birds. Tolerates dryness.

CALLISTEMON Salignus Willow Bottlebrush'.  Large shrub with white, papery bark and narrow,

dark green, pointed leaves. It bears a profusion of creamy-white flowers

in Spring. Ideal screening or hedge plant. Bird attracting.

CALLISTEMON Spotfire Very cute shrub producing bright red flowers with gold tips in Spring, Summer 

and Autumn.   Attracts nectar feeding birds.   H. 1-1.5m
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CALLISTEMON Taree Pink Dense bushy shrub covered in bright pink bottle-brush flowers 

in spring. Use for screening or hedging. H. 2-3m. Bird attracting

CALLISTEMON Viminalis A weeping bottlebrush producing a magnificent spring display of beautiful, large,

red flowers in Spring. New growth is tinted red. Ideal for screening. H. 5m  W. 3m

CALLISTEMON Viminalis Dwarf A dwarf form of the popular weeping bottlebrush. A profusion of bright

red bottlebrush flowers appear in Spring.   H. 1-2m

CALLISTEMON White Anzac A low, spreading shrub which produces a profusion of white bottlebrush 

flowers in late Spring and early Summer.  H. to 1m

CALLISTEMON Wilderness White A delightful, weeping shrub bearing attractive creamy-white bottlebrush 

flowers for most of the year.  Bird attracting.  H. to 3m

CALLISTEMON Wild Fire Produces dense clusters of bright red flowers spikes in Spring, with spot flowering

at other times. Ideal screening or hedge plant. Bird attracting.  H. to 2m

CASUARINA glauca prostrate An unusual and extremely tough native ground cover. It has a spreading,

             "Cousin It" cascading habit which makes it perfect for growing over unsightly pipes

or stumps. Great for banks and retaining walls. Full sun. H. to 15cm.

CERATOPETALUM 'Alberys Red' A spectacular 'Aussie' Christmas Tree'. Masses of white flowers appear in Spring,

"NSW Christmas Bush" followed by red flower bracts. Perfect for cut flower arrangements.  H. 3-5m

CRINUM Pedunculatum Long, lush leaves up to 2m long. Clusters of beautifully fragrant,spidery, white 

"Swamp Lily" flowers in Dec & Jan. Ideal for poolside, damside, coastal or under trees or in pots.

CUPANIOPSIS Anacardioides A small to medium decorative tree with glossy green leaves and small yellow fruits.

"Tuckeroo" Excellent for attracting birds. Ideal shade or shelter tree.  H. 6m  W. 3-4m

DAMPIERA Diversifolia A low growing groundcover. Covered in a mass of deep blue flowers Spring-SummerDAMPIERA Diversifolia A low growing groundcover. Covered in a mass of deep blue flowers Spring-Summer

Perfect for rockeries, hanging baskets, retaining walls and patio pots.

ELAEOCARPUS Eumundii Dense crown of dark green glossy foliage and flushes of deep bronze-red

new growth. Deep cream, sweetly scented flowers in Summer.

EUODIA Elleryana A fast growing, small to medium tree, forming a broad, spreading canopy which

is excellent for shade. Masses of delicate pink flowers appear along the branches

in Summer. Bird attracting and is the host tree for the Ulysses butterfly. H. 6-9m

FLINDERSIA Australis AUSTRALIAN TEAK. A medium to tall tree with dark, glossy green foliage.

Ornamental woody fruit is preceded by sprays of creamy-white flowers.

Lovely shade tree, wind break or feature tree. H. 20m

GOODENIA Ovata A very attractive but tough native ground cover featuring lush green

foliage and masses of showy golden-yellow flowers. Drought tolerant.

GREVILLEA  Anticipation Burgundy, deeply lobed foliage. Pretty pink toothbrush-like flowers. H. to 2m

GREVILLEA Baileyana Evergreen, rainforest tree with very attractive foliage that has copper-coloured 

undersides. A mass of creamy-white, scented flower spikes appear in Summer.

GREVILLEA Banksii Ruby Red Low growing spreading evergreen shrub with highly ornamental foliage

and flowers. Flowers are bright red and occur mostly in Spring.

GREVILLEA Baueri Dwarf A lovely, small, compact shrub. Foliage is dense and grey-green with a hint of red 

in the juvenile growth. A profuse spray of bright red flowers appear during Spring &

early Summer. Bird attracting.  Frost tolerant.  H. 50cm  W. 50cm

GREVILLEA Bush Lemons It's not a citrus but the flowers are the colour of ripe lemons. Flowering for

most of the year it will attract honey loving birds. Just stunning!

GREVILLEA Bronze Rambler Groundcover..bronze new growth..amazing display of red flowers

undersides. A mass of creamy-white, scented flower spikes appear in Summer.

GREVILLEA Coconut Ice Gorgeous reddish-pink flowers with red styles. Bird attracting. H. 1-2m

GREVILLEA Cooroora Cascade Pendulous branches covered with fine, glossy light-green leaves give the shrub theGREVILLEA Cooroora Cascade Pendulous branches covered with fine, glossy light-green leaves give the shrub the

appearance of a shimmering cascade. An abundance of 10-20cm long, golden,

rocket-shaped flowers appear during Summer and Autumn. H 50cm  W.2-3m
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GREVILLEA Curviloba Prostrate shrub with soft foliage and masses of cinnamon scented white 

flowers during Spring. An ideal groundcover for rockeries.

GREVILLEA Fanfare Quick growing dense groundcover with deeply lobed red-tipped foliage & 

long wine-red toothbrush flowers displayed over Spring-Summer-Autumn

GREVILLEA Fire Sprite Attractive bright green deeply lobed foliage and stunning, flame red flowers.

Prune to neat round shrub. Bird attracting.   H. 3m. W. 2m.

GREVILLEA Forest Rambler A large shrub which produces a profusion of cute, shell pink spider-like

flowers. Attracts birds. Drought tolerant. Ideal for screening.   3 x 3m.

GREVILLEA Gaudi Chaudi A gorgeous native groundcover with deeply divided dark green leaves, tinged red 

during cool months. New growth is deep red. Burgundy toothbrush flowers.

GREVILLEA Gin Gin Gem A low, spreading shrub with small, red flowers during Winter & Spring.

Lovely groundcover, useful for covering embankments or perfect for rockeries.

GREVILLEA Honey Gem Masses of golden-yellow flowers year round. Attracts nectar feeding birds. H. 3m

GREVILLEA Lavendulacea A small to medium-sized shrub with narrow, grey-green leaves. Produces

a profusion of pink to bright red flowers from Winter to Spring. Ideal for

shrubberies, containers and borders. Bird attracting.  

GREVILLEA Lilliane A dwarf spreading shrub with deep green, narrow leaves producing a profusion

of deep pink and white flowers from Autumn to Spring.  H.1m    W. 1.5m

GREVILLEA Majestic Very large carmine-rose flowers with white and cream stamens.  H. 3m

GREVILLEA Molongolo A semi-prostrate groundcover with dark green needle-like leaves and a GREVILLEA Molongolo A semi-prostrate groundcover with dark green needle-like leaves and a 

profusion of apricot-yellow flowers during the year. Bird attracting. 

GREVILLEA Moonlight Popular evergreen shrub with attractive foliage and beautiful lemon-yellow

flowers for most of the year. Flowers attract nectar feeding birds. H. to 3-4m

GREVILLEA Mount Tamboritha Prostrate spreading shrub. Produces masses of cute reddish /pink and cream 

spider-like flowers during Spring.  Bird attracting.   H. 40cm  W. 1m

GREVILLEA Ned Kelly Bright, showy orange-red flowers throughout the year. Bird attracting. H.1-2m

GREVILLEA Orange Marmalade Deep green leaves and stunning bright orange flowers. Bird attracting.  H. 3m

GREVILLEA Pink Pearl  Medium-sized shrub. The long, upright branches bear clusters of small,

AKA Canberra Gem gorgeous pink flowers in Winter, Spring and Summer. H. 1m

GREVILLEA Poorinda Peter Deeply lobed, dark green leaves and a profusion of gorgeous reddish-purple 

GREVILLEA Scarlet Sprite A very pretty, compact Grevillea with narrow prickly leaves. Bears a profusion of

dainty, brilliant red flowers in Winter and Spring. Ideal for rockeries. Bird attracting.

GREVILLEA Strawberry Blonde Compact bushy shrub with honey/strawberry blonde coloured toothbrush flowers

in Winter and Spring.   Bird attracting.   Frost tolerant.    H. 2m  W. 1.5m

GREVILLEA Royal Mantle A spectacular, vigorous groundcover with stunning red spider flowers. 

Great for slopes, banks and retaining walls. Bird attracting.

GREVILLEA Golden Lyre The grey/green, finely divided foliage is carried on spreading, gracefully

arching branches giving the appearance of a male lyrebird. Masses of

long yellow flowers appear in Summer attracting nectar feeding birds.

GREVILLEA John Evans Hardy, small to medium-sized shrub with masses of red flowers from late

Winter to Spring. Ideal for hedges and mass planting. H. to 1.5m   W. to 1.5m

GREVILLEA Robyn Gordon A small spreading shrub producing a profusion of glorious red flowers for most 

of the year. Flowers almost continually.  Bird attracting.   H. 1.5m  W. 1.5m

GREVILLEA Superb A low spreading shrub with large, showy, reddish-orange flowers all year round.GREVILLEA Superb A low spreading shrub with large, showy, reddish-orange flowers all year round.

 H.1.5m W. 1.5m
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HIBBERTIA serpyllifolia A cute groundcover with dark green, glossy leaves and showy, buttercup yellow

flowers in Spring and Summer. 

HOMORANTHUS flavescens A spreading, flat-topped, densely foliaged shrub. Small creamy flowers in Spring.

Foliage is a gorgeous grey-green with a hint of pink. Bird attracting.  H. to 40cm

HOVEA Acutifolia Small to medium shrub with mauve to purple pea-like flowers in Spring. H. 1.5 - 3m

HYMENOSPORUM Flavum A fast growing medium to tall shrub or small tree with dark green glossy leaves.

Native Frangipani' The tree is covered during Spring and early Summer with clusters of sweetly

perfumed, tubular flowers which open pale cream and age to golden-yellow.

Attracts nectar feeding birds.  H. 5-10m   W. 4m 

JACARANDA Mimosifolia A fast growing, semi-evergreen tree with attractive, ferny foliage. Large, drooping 

bunches of lilac-blue, tubular blooms create a spectacular, long-lasting display 

during Spring and Summer. A beautiful specimen tree.  H. to 10m

JUNIPER Conferta A hardy, tough, evergreen conifer that is very tolerant of adverse conditions and 

forms a dense, low-maintence groundcover. Full sun, suitable for coastal areas.

LEPTOSPERMUM Ballerina Dense, evergreen shrub with aromatic, dark green foliage. Entire plant

is covered in dainty, deep pink, frilly double flowers in Spring. H to 6m

LEPTOSPERMUM Brachyandrum Silver A small, weeping tree, dark green to silvery green, aromatic leaves. A profusion of

Weeping Ti-Tree' small, white flowers are produced in Spring. Keep moist.  H. 3m  W. 2m

LEPTOSPERMUM Burgundy Queen Red foliage and rich burgundy double flowers during Winter. H.to 4m

LEPTOSPERMUM Cardwell A rounded shrub with slender, slightly weeping branches. Small single, white

flowers smother the plant in Spring creating an outstanding display. H. 1-1.5m

LEPTOSPERMUM Lemon Hedge A superior selection of the popular native 'Lemon scented Tea-Tree'. Forming a

medium sized hedge with brilliant bronze new foliage offsetting brilliant green

foliage which has a delightful lemon scent when crushed. H. 2-3m  W. 1-1.5m

LEPTOSPERMUM Liversidgeii MOZZIE BLOCKER…dense shrub to 1.5m..citronella oil

vaporises into the atmosphere confusing mozzies - Brilliant!  H. 1.5m

LEPTOSPERMUM Petersonii A medium to tall shrub with aromatic leaves which have a distinct lemon fragrance.

"Lemon Scented Tea-Tree" Masses of single, white flowers are produced through Summer.

LEPTOSPERMUM Pink Cascade A cascading, semi-prostrate tea-tree with masses of pink blossoms

covering the whole plant in Spring and again in Autumn.  H. 50cm- 1m

LOMANDRA Longifolia Rush-like foliage. Clusters of cream coloured flowers in Spring.  H. 60cm  W. 1m

LOTUS Red Flash Pretty groundcover. Scarlet red flowers that resemble parrots beaks. Soft, delicate 

silver-grey foliage. Lovely in baskets or planters.   H. 15cm  W. 50cm

MELALEUCA Armillaris Pink A tall shrub with narrow dark green leaves, and small, pink bottlebrush flowers.

Ideal for shrubberies, hedges, wind break and screening. Bird attracting. H. 3-4m

MELALEUCA Claret Tops A striking dwarf shrub producing vibrant red new growth. Produces a

profusion of white flowers in Spring attracting nectar feeding birds. H. 1m  W. 1m

MELALEUCA Leucadendra A tall, majestic tree with white papery bark, long, dark green leaves and a weeping 

Broad Leaf habit. Masses of white, fluffy flowers are borne from Autumn to Spring.

MELALEUCA Leucadendra A fine-leaved form of the weeping paperbark. Bears a profusion of creamy-white

Fine Leaf flowers in Autumn. Full sun.  Wet soils. Bird attracting.

MELALEUCA Little Beauty A small spreading evergreen plant, which produces masses of dainty, fluffy

mauve-pink flowers during Spring & Autumn. Ideal for rockeries. H to 50cm

MELALEUCA Pink Lace A small evergreen shrub with fine, narrow leaves and which bears a 

profusion of soft pink, lacy flowers from Spring to Summer. H. to 50cm

MELALEUCA Quinquenervia A small to medium tree with a spreading canopy and papery bark. A mass of MELALEUCA Quinquenervia A small to medium tree with a spreading canopy and papery bark. A mass of 

"Broad-leaved Paperbark" white/cream, fragrant flowers appear from Spring to Autumn. 

Ideal for screening, windbreaks & rural properties. Bird attracting.
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MELALEUCA Revolution Green A hardy and vigorous small tree. Ideal as a screen. Birds and bees find the white 

cloud of Spring blossom most attractive. Frost tolerant.   H. 3-4m  W. 1.5-2m

MELALEUCA Thymifolia A small shrub grown for it's attractive, violet flowers. The unusual flowers

are complemented by grey-green leaves. H. to 1m  W. to 1m

MELASTOMA Affine A fast growing bushy shrub with attractive dark green, leathery foliage and

contrasting red stems. Large, showy, mauve flowers are produced over many 

months. Flowers followed by blue-black fruit.  H. 1-3m  W. 1-2m

MELASTOMA Affine Alba A fast growing shrub features attractive dark green, leathery foliage and contrasting 

red stems. Large, showy, white flowers are produced during the warmer months.

METROSIDEROS Little Dugald A low growing dense shrub with very attractive glossy green leaves.

Truly spectacular bright red flowers completely cover the bush several 

times a year. Bird attracting. Gorgeous hedge. Coastal suited. H. 1-2m

MURRAYA paniculata An evergreen, rounded shrub with rich green, aromatic foliage. Bears a mass of

Orange Jessamine highly perfumed, white flowers during Summer. Useful as a screening or hedge plant

MURRAYA paniculata Dwarf Dwarf Mock Orange. The compact growth and dense small foliage makes it ideal for

Min-a-Min hedges & formal gardens. Masses of perfumed, white flowers in Spring & Summer.

MYOPORUM Pink A fast growing groundcover. In Spring through to Summer it is covered with cute,

little pink flowers. Loves full sun and well drained soils.  

MYOPORUM Parvifolium A tough, trailing groundcover with fine mid-green leaves and small, white 

star-shaped flowers that appear over a long period. Fast growing. Full sun.

OSTEOSPERMUM ecklonis Compact bushy habit with butter-yellow flowers with purple tinged, sky reflected blue

Blue Eyed Beauty centres creating a truly stunning garden display.  H. 25-35cm  W. 35-50cmBlue Eyed Beauty centres creating a truly stunning garden display.  H. 25-35cm  W. 35-50cm

OSTEOSPERMUM ecklonis Cute, compact, sturdy, upright plant with fantastic coloured, delicate spoon shaped 

Power Packed Spider Pink petals. Gorgeous. Hardy and easy to care for.    H. 30-40cm  W. 30-40cm

OSTEOSPERMUM ecklonis Cute, compact, sturdy, upright plant with fantastic coloured, delicate spoon shaped 

Power Packed Spider White petals. Gorgeous. Hardy and easy to care for.    H. 30-40cm  W. 30-40cm

PHILOTHECA Profusion A delightful, rounded shrub with aromatic foliage and a mass of starry, white flowers 

from mid Winter to Spring. Tolerates frost and dry periods. H. 1m  H. 1m

PHOTINIA Red Robin An extremely hardy evergreen shrub. Dark red new growth that becomes a deep

shiny green as it ages contrasting beautifully with dense heads of small white

flowers produced in Spring. Excellent hedge.  Frost tolerant.  H. 3m  W. 3m

PITTOSPORUM Miss Muffett A compact shrub that is both hardy and elegant. It's ornamental foliage and

natural tufted shape makes it an ideal garden feature plant or edging plant.

PULTENAEA Villosa Prostrate A vigorous, prostrate evergreen shrub with bright green foliage and rich yellow

flowers displayed in flushes throughout the year. Outstanding groundcover.

RANDIA fitzalanii A large evergreen bushy shrub. Beautiful dark glossy foliage and sweetly scented

Native Gardenia' pure white flowers.   Part shade.  H. 3-5m..  W. 2-3m

SCAEVOLA aemula White Form A small perennial with upright stems which carry a profusion of small fan-shaped,

white flowers from late Spring to Autumn. Great for pots and cascading over walls.

SCAEVOLA Aussie Salute A bold upright habit, standing strong and tall with masses of large, purple

fan-shaped flowers. Lovely in pots or in the garden. H. to 40cm 

SCAEVOLA Mauve Clusters A densely foliaged groundcover which is covered in a mass of cute, purple, 

fan-shaped flowers for most of the year. Low water requirement once established.

SEDUM mexicanum 'Gold Mound' Small, fast growing succulent groundcover. Golden-yellow leaves and small, yellow

flowers appear in Spring. Full sun. Tolerates dryness.  Coastal.  Hanging baskets.

SYZYGIUM Aussie Compact Compact lilly pilly. Masses of flowers followed by berries in Summer &

Autumn.  H. 3m   Fantastic for a private screening hedge.Autumn.  H. 3m   Fantastic for a private screening hedge.

SYZYGIUM Cascade Pink flowering Lilly Pilly!!  A round bushy shrub with flowing 'cascades' of 

new red growth. Flowers are PINK pom-pom clusters with gold tips. H. 2-3m
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SYZYGIUM Hinterland Gold Quick growing small tree to 4m. Dense foliage great for hedging/screening.

Cream flowers followed by purple/red edible berries

SYZYGIUM Little Denise Dwarf Lilly Pilly. Dense foliage. Disease and pest free. Very decorative red

& pink new growth several times a year. Pretty light pink flowers. H. 1-1.5m

SYZYGIUM Resilience A beautiful Aussie Southern which has proved to have resilience to many

pests and diseases which can affect lillypillies. Red young growth. 

White flowers & red berries.  H. 3m

SYZYGIUM Tiny Trev A self-shaping, small, dense, conical plant requiring little pruning and 

growing to a height of approx 75cm in 5yrs. Prefers an open sunny position.

VIOLA betonicifolia A compact tufting Australian native perennial with elongated deep green leaves

pretty, purple flowers. Long flowering and perfumed. Part shade. H.20cm  W.20cm

VIOLA hederacea Attractive, creeping perennial producing beautiful, small, mostly white flowers with

Native Violet mauve centres. Ideal groundcover in rockeries, under trees, paths, around ponds.

XANTHOSTEMON Chrysanthus Ornamental rainforest tree from Nth Qld. Deep green glossy green foliage

"Golden Penda" with reddish new growth and eye-catching golden with flowers. H. 5-10m

XANTHOSTEMON Fairhill Gold Bushy shrub to 3m. Gorgeous bright yellow fluffy flowers in Autumn. Screening.

XANTHOSTEMON verticillatus A rare rainforest plant from Nth Qld. Low growing, dense shrub with dark green

"Little Penda" leaves. An abundance of showy, pale lemon flowers are produced sporadically

throughout the year.  H. 1.5m  W. 1.5m
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ACMENA Forest Flame Clusters of white fluffy flowers followed by clusters of snowy white to

purple edible berries. Brilliant red new growth. Natural height 6m 

but recommended to hedge at 2m for best effect

BACKHOUSIA Citriodora Dark green leaves are often red when young and emit a brilliant,citrus aroma.

"Lemon Scented Myrtle" Produces an outstanding creamy-white flower display in Summer.  H. to 10m

BAECKEA Mount Tozer A dense shrub with glossy foliage and masses of small, white flowers 

along the stems in Summer. Makes a pretty low hedge. H. to 1m

BANKSIA Ericifolia Produces large, gorgeous orange-gold, bottlebrush-like flower spikes which

are irresistible to many species of birds. H. 3-4m   

BANKSIA Integrifolia Coastal Banksia..tree to 10m..W. 2-4m..yellow flower spikes.  

BANKSIA Robur Highly adaptable dwarf to medium evergreen shrub with bold foliage

and flowers. Bird attracting. 2m x 2m     

CALLISTEMON Cameo Pink Gorgeous  deep rose flower spikes, highlighted with bright 

yellow anthers attracting nectar-feeding birds.  H. 4m. W. 3m

CALLISTEMON Kings Park Special Small bushy tree with weeping branches and deep red bottlebrush flowers

CERATOPETALUM Gummiferum NSW CHRISTMAS BUSH 

Albery's Red Produces a mass of white flowers in Spring, followed by red flower bracts. H. 3-5m

CUPANIOPSIS Anacardioides Tuckeroo…small to medium decorative tree with glossy green leaves and 

small yellow fruits. Excellent for attracting birds. Ideal shade or shelter tree.

GREVILLEA Baileyana Evergreen, rainforest tree with very attractive foliage that has copper-coloured 

undersides. A mass of creamy-white, scented flower spikes appear in Summer.

GREVILLEA Pink Pearl  Medium-sized shrub. The long, upright branches bear clusters of small,

AKA Canberra Gem gorgeous pink flowers in Winter, Spring and Summer. H. 2m
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JACARANDA Mimosifolia A fast growing, semi-evergreen tree with attractive, ferny foliage. Large, drooping 

bunches of lilac-blue, tubular blooms create a spectacular, long-lasting display 

during Spring and Summer. A beautiful specimen tree.  H. to 10m

LEPTOSPERMUM Petersonii A medium to tall shrub with aromatic leaves which have a distinct lemon fragrance.

"Lemon Scented Tea-Tree" Masses of single, white flowers are produced through Summer.

MELALEUCA Claret Tops A striking dwarf shrub producing vibrant red new growth. Produces a

profusion of white flowers in Spring attracting nectar feeding birds. H. 1m  W. 1m

MELALEUCA Revolution Green A hardy and vigorous small tree. Ideal as a screen. Birds and bees find the white 

cloud of Spring blossom most attractive. Frost tolerant.   H. 3-4m  W. 1.5-2m

PITTOSPORUM Miss Muffett A compact shrub that is both hardy and elegant. It's ornamental foliage and

natural tufted shape makes it an ideal garden feature plant or edging plant.

SYZYGIUM Aussie Compact Compact lilly pilly. Masses of flowers followed by berries in Summer &

Autumn.  H. 3m   Fantastic for a private screening hedge.

SYZYGIUM Resilience Resilient to many pests and diseases which can affect lillypillies. Stunning red

young growth. White flowers and red berries in Spring & Summer. H. 3m

WATERHOUSIA floribunda A medium tree with a dense canopy of weeping, dark green, glossy leaves.

Weeping Lilly Pilly Large clusters of white flowers are produced in Summer followed by bunches of

hard, round, green fruit with a pink tinge.   Ideal shade tree.   Tolerates light frost.

XANTHOSTEMON Chrysanthus Ornamental rainforest tree from Nth Qld. Deep green glossy green foliage

"Golden Penda" with reddish new growth and eye-catching golden with flowers. H. 5-10m

XANTHOSTEMON Little Goldie A neat, tight small shrub with bronze new growth. Golden flowers. H. to 1mXANTHOSTEMON Little Goldie A neat, tight small shrub with bronze new growth. Golden flowers. H. to 1m


